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ABSTRACT 
A description of the lattice of hyperinvariant subspaces of a linear transformation 
on a finite-dimensional vector space is given. Various properties of such lattices are 
determined, as well as implications between linear-algebraic and lattice-theoretic 
properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a vector space over a field F. There are two lattices of 
subspaces of V naturally associated with a linear transformation T on V: the 
invariant subspace lattice Lat T, consisting of those subspaces that are 
invariant for T, and the hyperinvariant subspace lattice Hyperlat T, consist- 
ing of those subspaces that are invariant for the algebra {T}’ of all linear 
transformations that commute with T. A study is made in [2] of Lat T in the 
finite-dimensional case; here we undertake a corresponding study of Hyper- 
lat T. Some general results, particularly for T a bounded operator on a 
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Hilbert space, may be found in [S, 6,8,10,12,13]. In answer to a question 
raised in [5], we prove the following (the reader’s attention is drawn to an 
error in the statement of this result on p. 113 of [ 111): 
THEOREM 1. For a linear transformation T on a finite-dimensional 
complex vector space V, Hyperlat T is the sublattice of the lattice of all 
subspaces of V generated by those subspaces that are either the kernel or the 
range of a polynomial in T. 
We note an analagous result for invariant subspaces [7]: every invariant 
subspace of T is the range (kernel) of a linear transformation that commutes 
with T. Our theorem is actually proved for an arbitrary field, provided that 
the irreducible factors of the minimum polynomial of T are separable. We 
also show that Hyperlat T is distributive, self-dual, and finite, determine its 
order, and discuss implications between linear-algebraic and lattice-theoretic 
properties. A number of these results have also been obtained, for the 
nilpotent case, by Ando and Sekiguchi [l]. The basic lattice-theoretic 
terminology and results may be found in [2] or [4], and our reference for 
linear algebra is [9]. 
2. REDUCTION TO THE NILPOTENT CASE 
THEOREM 2. For any linear transformations A and B on finite-dimen- 
sional vector spaces V and W over a field F, the following are equivalent: 
(1) Hyperlat(A 63 B ) = Hyperlat A @ Hyperlat B; 
(2) The minimum polynomials of A and B are relatively prime. 
Proof. Assume (1). Then V 690 and O@ W are hyperinvariant for A@ B, 
and it follows that the equations XA = BX and AY = YB for linear transfor- 
mations X: V+ W and Y: W+V have only the zero solution, because 
(i i) and (i i) commute with (t z). Now suppose that the 
greatest common divisor q = (m,, mB) of the minimum polynomials is non- 
constant. Then A and B have matrix representations of the form 
A=(: ;), B=(: ;), 
where Cq is the companion matrix of q. If mA = qf, we can assume that 
(q,f) = 1, and then D = 0. Let Vi and W, be the subspaces of V and W in 
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which Cq acts, and let U: V,-+ W, 
Then 
satisfies X4 = BX, a contradiction. 
If (2) holds, then the projections 
[9,p. 2211, so 
be nonsingular and satisfy UCg = C4 U. 
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1630 and OG3 1 are polynomials in A @ B 
{A@B}‘= {A}‘@{B}‘, 
and therefore the inclusion > holds in (1). Since the other inclusion is true 
for all A and B, the proof is complete. n 
REMARK. The proof shows that (1) [as well as (2)] is equivalent to each 
of the following: 
(3) {A@B}‘={A}‘CT3{B}‘; 
(4) V@O, O@ W EHyperlat(A@B). 
In [2] it is shown that (2) is equivalent to 
(5) Lat(A @ B) = LatA @ Lat B. 
Conway and Wu [3, Theorem 3.11 have shown that conditions 1, 2, 3, 5, and 
three others are mutually equivalent for arbitrary contractions of class C, on 
a Hilbert space. 
The foregoing theorem reduces our analysis of HyperlatA to the 
“primary” case: mA = p r with p irreducible. This can be further reduced to 
the nilpotent case, just as in [2,Theorem 61, assuming that p is separable. 
With this assumption the proof in [9, p. 2671 is valid and we have A = S + N 
with S semisimple, N nilpotent, S and N polynomials in A, and p(S) =O. 
Since p is irreducible the algebra K of polynomials in S is a field, and A is 
K-linear when V is regarded as a vector space over K. Moreover any F-linear 
invariant subspace for A is K-linear, and 
Hyperlat,A = Hyperlat,A 
because any F-linear transformation T E {A}’ is necessarily K-linear. Hence 
Hyperlat,A = Hyperlat, N. 
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3. THE NILPOTENT CASE 
Let J(k) denote the k X k Jordan cell (i.e., each entry on the first 
subdiagonal is 1, and all other entries are 0). Any nilpotent linear transforma- 
tion has a matrix representation of the form 
N=J(k,)W(k,)@-- W(k,), k,>k,... >k,,,. 
If W is a hyperinvariant subspace for N, then W = ZT_ i Cl9 W n Zi, where Zi 
is the +-dimensional subspace on which J( kj) acts. Moreover, W n Zi is 
invariant for J (kJ, so it is of the form ker./( k,)‘f for some integer ri with 
0 < ri < k,. To describe just which of these subspaces are hyperinvariant, we 
make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. For any positive integer m and positive integers k, > k, 
a ..a > k,,,, c(k,,k,,... , km) denotes the set of m-tuples (r,, r,, . . , , r,,J of 
integers satisfying 
ri > r, > * * * > Tm > 0, 
;!, k,- r,>kz-rz> 0.. >k,,,-r,,,>O. 
Note that, with the product order, C( k,, k,, . . . , k,,,) is a finite distributive 
lattice. Moreover the mapping (ri)+(ki - ri) is an anti-isomorphism, so 
C (k,, k,, . . . , km) is self-dual. 
THEOREM 3. Let k, > k, > . * - > k,,, be positive integers, and let N= 
ZT;,@J(kJ. Then 
is a lattice ismwrphism from C (k,, k,, . . . , k) onto Hyperlat N. 
Proof, We need the following description of {N}‘, the proof of which is 
a straightforward computation: if A has block decomposition (A,j) conform- 
ing to that of N, then A E {N}‘, if and only if 
(a) A,, E {J(k,j}’ for all i; 
(b) for i<j, Aii=( $) with XE{J(kJ}‘; 
(c) fori>i,Aii=(Y 0) with YE{J(k,)}‘. 
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We also use the fact that {J(k)}’ consists of polynomials in J(k), and thus of 
lower-triangular matrices. Let eiO be a cyclic vector for J(ki), so that if 
ej~=N”ej~,then{ei,~O~s<ki-1}isabasisforZiand{ej~~kj-ri<s~ki-1} 
is a basis for ker.Z(+)q. 
Observe first that the given map is injective and order-preserving, so that 
it is enough to show that 
(I) (Tn..., r,) E C (k,, k,, . . . , k,), 
(2) W=X~=“,,@ker_Z(k,)~EHyperlatN 
are equivalent. Assume (l), let A E {N}‘, let 1< i < m satisfy ri > 1, and let 
ki - ri < s < ki - 1. To show Aeis E W, note that Aeis = NSAeP and that by the 
first paragraph Aejo is a linear combination of the e+, for i < j and ki - ki < p 
< ki - 1 and of the e,, for i 2 j and 0 < q < ki - 1. Thus it suffices to show 
p+s> k,-ri for i<i and q+s> kj-ri for i>i. But 
p f s > ( ki - kj) + ( ki - rj) = ki - ri > ki - r,, i < i, 
qfs> ki-ri”kj-ri, i > j. 
Now assume (2) and let i < i. Let A be the linear transformation with (i,i) 
block ; 
( 1 
and 0 elsewhere. Then A E { N}’ and AejS = e,,k,_k,+s, so (assum- 
ing 1;.>1) s> kj-ri implies k,-ki+s> ki-ri, and therefore ki--ri> ki-r, 
and ri < ri. Let B E {N}’ be the linear transformation with (i, i) block (I 0) 
and 0 elsewhere. If ki - ri > 4, then ki - ri > 4 - ri, while if ki - ri < 4 - 1, 
then Bei,k, _ 4 = ej,k, -‘i and again ki - ri 2 ki - ri. Thus (1) holds and the proof 
is complete. n 
COROLLARY. HyperlatN is distributive, self-d&, and of oroh 
m-l 
II ($-k/+1+1) (k+l). 
i=l I 
Proof. It remains to determine the order of C(k,, k,, . . . , km), and this 
follows by induction from the fact that (r2+ s,r2,. . . ,r,,,) E l?(k,, k,, . . . , k,,J if 
andonlyif(rs,rs ,..., r,)EC(ks,k, ,..., QandO<s<k,-ks. a 
EXAMPLE. Let N be a linear transformation on V= F6 satisfying N3=0 
and having cyclic summands of indices 3, 2, and 1. Then N has 2 *2 *2 = 8 
hyperinvariant subspaces. The lattice c (3,2, l), and hence HyperlatN, is 
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shown in Fig. 1. 
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(2,1,0)=imV 0 
FIG. 1 
4. THE GENERAL CASE 
Again let T be a linear transformation on a finite-dimensional vector 
space V such that the minimum polynomial mr is separable. We now prove 
Theorem 1. Since the projections on the primary summands are polynomials 
in T, we can assume that T is nilpotent, so 
T=N= 2 @NI, Nj=J(ki) 
i=l 
relative to V= XT; r @Zj. We show that if (rr,rs ,..., r,)~ C(k,,k,,.. .,k,,,), 
then 
5 @kerN?= 2 (kerN'f )n (imNkf-7 ). 
i=l i=l 
Since kerN7 = im Nikl-q, one inclusion is obvious. Let x = Nkf-qy for a vector 
y with Nkiy=O, and let y=Cy_, yi with yi~Z,. Then x=Z~_rNk~-~yi and 
N?y, = 0 for 1 < i < m, and we have to show that N?‘+kl-qyi = 0. But the 
hypothesis implies ri + ki - ri > min{ ki, ki} for 1 < i < m. 
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We conclude with a few final observations about Hyperlat T: 
(i) Hyperlat T is distributive and self-dual. 
(ii) The order of Hyperlat T lies between 2 and Zdimv, and these bounds 
are sharp. 
(iii) Hyperlat T is complemented (and a Boolean algebra) if and only if 
mr has distinct irreducible factors, 
(iv) Hyperlat T is irreducible if and only if mr = p’ with p irreducible. 
(v) Hyperlat T is simple (i.e., admits no nontrivial lattice homomorphism) 
if and only if mr is irreducible (and then Hyperlat T consists of (0) and V). 
Since Hyperlat T is distributive and of length at most dim V, (ii) follows 
from a well-known result of lattice theory. The upper bound is attained by 
any diagonable linear transformation with distinct eigenvalues. For (iii), note 
that Hyperlat T is complemented if and only if Hyperlat T is for each of the 
primary summands Ti,, that the only complemented elements of 
e(k,,k, ,..., Ic,,,) are (0,O ,..., 0) and (k,,Ic, ,..., Ic,), and that C(k,,k, ,..., k,) 
consists of these two elements if and only if k, = k, = . . * = k,,, = 1. These 
considerations also imply (iv). Finally, if k, > 1 we obtain a nontrivial 
homomorphism of C (k,, k,, . . . , km) by identifying (0, 0, . . . , 0) with the element 
( r,,rz,..., T,,,) defined by ri = i or ri =O according as i < 1 or j > i, where i is 
the least integer such that ki+ 1 
This implies (v). 
< ki (or 1; = 1 for all j if there is no such i). 
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